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ABSTRACT 

 
Spatial thinking is critical to mathematical thinking and achievement, important not 
only in mathematics learning and but also important in education research. In order 
to have similar opportunity in supporting primary students’ spatial literacy on 
reasoning, it needs a clearer picture of primary students’ spatial literacy on reasoning 
in solving Mathematical Literacy Tasks (MLT) as the aim of this study. The 
characteristic of MLT satisfies the PISA framework and considering Context, 
Content (shape and space), Process as well as level of problem. Researcher only 
focuses on three MLT problems. The result is about description of analyzing three 
participants’ solution of MLT based on how they use kinds of spatial literacy on 
reasoning strategies. Dimensional reasoning is effective but the students didn’t use 
it often, the students seem like unfamiliar with these strategies. The responses 
suggest that because of the teacher didn’t use dimensional strategies in the class, so 
the student commonly didn’t use it often. Therefore, students need experiences that 
supporting their reasoning of spatial objects and its relationship and teacher can help 
students by using learning models, methods, or strategies in the class so their 
mathematical literacy (spatial literacy on reasoning) better than before. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Spatial literacy support our understanding of the (three dimensional) world in which 
we live and move [1]. Armstrong (2008) said that spatial literacy involves sensitivity to 
the colors, lines, shapes, spaces, and relationships that exist between them [2]. de Lange 
(2005) described spatial literacy as a person perception and understanding of spatial 
objects and relationships. There are three main domains in spatial literacy which are 
visualization, reasoning, and communication. Reasoning is process of organizing, 
comparing, or analyzing spatial concepts and its relationships ( [3]; [4]). Spatial thinking, 
or reasoning, involves the location and movement of objects and ourselves, either 
mentally or physically, in space. It is not a single ability or process but actually refers to 
a considerable number of concepts, tools and processes [5]. In Addition, spatial thinking 
involves three components: “concepts of space, tools of representation, and processes of 
reasoning” [5]. 

One of fundamental subject in mathematics that studied about it is geometry. 
Geometry is a specific branch of mathematics where one often makes use of spatial 
literacy skills while studying axioms, properties, and theorems related to points, curves, 
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surfaces, and solids [4]. In North America, research has shown that geometry receives the 
least amount of time compared with other strands in classroom instruction ( [6]; [7]; [8]). 
Spatial reasoning allows mathematics to become a more visual representation and 
connects mathematics with real life (pattern) in the world. So, by exploring spatial things 
of mathematics, there is a relationship between spatial reasoning and mathematics 
learning itself.  

“Research on spatial reasoning substantiates the critical importance of spatial 
reasoning abilities in geometry, measurement and problem solving both early in students’ 
mathematics experiences as well as later in high school and beyond, especially in STEM 
(Sciences, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) areas.” ( [9]; [8]). In its report 
Learning to Think Spatially, the National Research Council [5] issued a call for action in 
education: that we recognize spatial thinking as important not only across mathematical 
strands but also across subject areas, and that educational researchers and system leaders 
develop better understandings and supports to foster spatial literacy in students [8]. So, 
we can conclude that spatial thinking is critical to mathematical thinking and achievement, 
important not only in mathematics learning and but also important in education research. 

Nearly a century of research confirms the close connection between spatial thinking 
and mathematics performance ( [10]; [8]). A recent research by Moore-Russo, et. al said 
that seventy-five pre-service and in-service teachers worked on problems that involved 
spatial objects, their properties, and their relationships [4]. Teachers’ responses suggested 
that their spatial literacy skills were underdeveloped with deficiencies most evident on 
problems that were solvable by dimensional reasoning. Poor vocabulary and 
misconceptions hindered teachers’ performance. Teachers who used multiple reasoning 
strategies were more likely to solve a problem correctly. But, in the recent research titled 
Description Ability of Literacy Mathematics Student of SMP Negeri In District of North 
Buton by Qasim, et. al. [11], pursuant to result of data analysis of TKLM (Test Ability 
Of Literacy Mathematics) obtained that the mean ability of student mathematics literacy 
of SMP Negeri in Distric of North Buton still low, that is less than 60% to each level. In 
scale 100, the mean ability of student mathematics literacy only equal to 5,9. In order to 
have similar opportunity in supporting primary students’ spatial literacy, it needs a clearer 
picture of primary students’ spatial literacy on reasoning. Based on explanation above, 
researcher interested about Analysis of Primary Students’ Spatial Literacy on Reasoning. 
This study aimed at analyzing sixth grade primary students’ spatial literacy on reasoning 
in solving Mathematical Literacy Tasks (MLT). 

 

2. Methods 
 

This paper focuses about sixth grade primary students’ spatial literacy on reasoning. 
We consider primary students’ responses to items in two- and three-dimensional 
environment. 
 
2.1 Participants 

 
From 54 sixth grade primary students in Surabaya who asked to solve Mathematics 

Literacy Tasks (MLT), researcher chose three participants who have high score to analyze 
their spatial literacy on reasoning. 

 
2.2 Instruments and data collection 
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The remaining data were collected using paper and pencil test (instrument) called 
Mathematics Literacy Tasks (MLT). The characteristic of MLT satisfies the PISA 
framework and considering Context, Content, Process as well as level of problem. MLT 
consist of 5 problems about shape and space. But researcher only focus on three essay 
problems in two- and three-dimensional environment which is in number 7, 9, and 11.  
Table 1 showed the description of MLT based on context, content, process, level, and 
description. 
 

Table 1 Showed The Description Of MLT 

No Context Content Process Level  Description  

7 Social Space and 

shape 

Interpret 4 Interpreting visual form of object with 

given its volume  

9 Personal Space and 

shape 

Formulate 5 Formulate a simple mathematics model 

that related to concept of pattern 

11 Personal Space and 

shape 

Interpret 4 Drawing cubes’ net based on the cube’s 

side  

 

To describe the students' spatial literacy on reasoning, the researcher gave the tests as 

follows: 

. 7. Rice Box’s Order 
A consuming committee of seminar event forgot to count the total of rice box when 
she put it on the table. But she can calculate it by observing the pattern of rice box 
arrangement on the table as shown in the following figure.  

 
Figure 1 Illustration for rice boxes 

 
Calculate the total of rice box on the table. Explain your strategy. 

. 9. A Ceremony 
In a ceremony, Joko standing in the back row was called by his teacher to report 
the number of students in his group. The teacher will give cake for the students who  
participate the ceremony. Joko didn’t know exactly the number of students in his 
group, but he realized that there were 4 students in his left side, 2 students in his 
right side, 5 students in front of him, and one student in the front as lead of the 
group. How many students that must be reported to the teacher? Explain your 
answer! 

  
Figure  2 Illustration for students  flag ceremony 
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11. Make Nets of a Box 
The net of a box can be made by opening the edges of the box. Arrow in the picture 
below showed the direction of cutting the edge of a box. 

  
Figure  3 Illustration for the cutting direction on the box 

 
Draw the net of the box based on the picture above! 

 

2.3 Data analysis 
 

The test was given to all the students (54 students). After getting the results, it sorted 
from high to low values. Researcher chose three participants who have high score coded 
as P1 for participant 1, P2 for participant 2, and P3 for participant 3. From three 
participants, researcher analyzed their answer based on their spatial literacy on reasoning 
strategies [4], which have indicators that coded as.  
1. Use of drawing (D) 

2. Use of example (E) 

3. Use of algebraic reasoning (AR) 

4. Use of dimensional reasoning (DR) 

5. Incorrectly forcing three-dimensional into two-dimensional situations (IF) 

During analyze three participants’ work for these five reasoning variables, many 
responses were found to contain mathematical misconceptions. 

 

3. Results 
 

The first participant (P1) spatial literacy on reasoning showed in the Figure 1 below. 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4. (a) MLT number 7 answer of P1, (b) P2, and (c) P3. 

EP1 DRP1 

DRP2 EP2 

EP3 
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In the Figure 1, we can see that all of the students solve the problem by using examples 
(EP1, EP2, and EP3) based on the picture in the problem. Students have to solve the 
problem about interpreting visual form of object with given its volume. 70% of students 
could answer the problem in number 7 correctly. DRP1 showed that P1 determine the 
total of rice box by calculate the volume of cuboid (9x5 = 45x2 = 90) and (7x4x1=28). 
DRP2 showed that P2 determine the total of rice box by calculating the volume of cuboid 
(7x4 = 28x3 = 84) and other volume but it is not cube or cuboid (17x2x1=28). From 
Figure 1(a), (b), and (c) showed that no one use algebraic reasoning to solve it even 
though this problem is possible to solved by using algebraic reasoning.  
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 5. (a) MLT number 9 answer of P1, (b) P2, and (c) P3. 

 

Figure 2 showed the answer of P1, P2, and P3 in number 9 to formulate a simple 
mathematics model that related to concept of pattern. There was only 9% students could 
answer the problem in number 9. Use of drawing only used by participant 2 showed in 
DP2. Use of examples (EP1, EP2, and EP3) was used by all the participants but P2 and 
P3 still difficulties. Use of dimensional reasoning (DRP1, DRP2) showed in Figure 2(a) 
and 2(b) but P3 only calculate what is given in the text without using their dimensional 
reasoning. Figure 2(c) showed that P3 still has difficulty or incorrectly forcing three-
dimensional objects into two-dimensional objects (IFP3) so the answer is wrong. 

 
 
 

DRP1 

DP2 

DRP2 

EP2 

EP2 

IFP3 

EP3 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 6. (a) MLT number 11 answer of P1, (b) P2, and (c) P3. 

 

There were only 2% students could answer the problem in number 11 that showed in 
Figure 3 above. All of the participants solve the problem by drawing (DP1, DP2, and 
DP3) based on the picture in the problem. It found that two from three participants have 
difficulty in drawing the net of cube by following the cutting direction. It can be 
considered from Figure 3(a) and 3(b) that students still have difficulty or incorrectly 
forcing three-dimensional objects into two-dimensional objects (IFP1, IFP2) even though 
they are the students with high mathematical literacy. The use of dimensional reasoning 
showed in DRP3 when P3 can imagine and change three-dimensional figures into two-
dimensional figures. 
 

4. Conclusion 
 

This study used spatial literacy on reasoning to analyze sixth grade primary student’s 
solutions in solving MLT problems. The characteristic of MLT satisfies the PISA 
framework and considering Context, Content, Process as well as level of problem. MLT 
consist of 5 problems about shape and space. But researcher only analyzes three problems 
which are number 7, 9, and 11.  By considering it, we explored some aspects of spatial 
literacy on reasoning in order to understand how students’ performance in solving tasks 
about spatial objects and its relationship. 

DRP3 

IFP1 

IFP1 

DP1 

DP2 

DP3 
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The research question focused on the reasoning domain of spatial literacy by 
considering students’ reasoning strategies to solve the problems. The students used some 
kinds of strategies in their solution to each problem. Based on the result of analysis data 
and the description above, 70% of students could answer the problem in number 7 
correctly. In solving MLT number 7 about interpreting visual form of object with given 
its volume. There was only 0.09% students could answer the problem in number 9 which 
is about to formulate a simple mathematics model that related to concept of pattern. There 
was only 0.02% students could answer the problem in number 11. All of participants 
using examples in solving number 7 and 9 but participant 3 had wrong calculation on it 
and didn’t use dimensional reasoning to solve it too. Each of participants used different 
dimensional reasoning. They didn’t use algebraic reasoning to solve problem 1 even 
though this problem is possible to be solved by using algebraic reasoning. Use of drawing 
only used by participant 2 showed in DP2. It found that two from three participants have 
difficulty in drawing the net of cube by following the cutting direction. It can be 
considered that they incorrectly forcing three-dimensional objects into two-dimensional 
objects even though they are the students with high mathematical literacy.  

Each of the five strategies employed had a positive overall effect on their spatial 
literacy scores, the single most effective reasoning strategy was the use of dimensional 
reasoning [4]. As the results showed that dimensional reasoning is effective but the 
students didn’t use it often, the students seem like unfamiliar with these strategies. 
Because in the past research showed that if a teacher is not aware with a strategy, his or 
her students didn’t experience that strategy in their classroom ( [12]; [13]; [4]). The 
responses suggest that because of the teacher didn’t use dimensional strategies in the 
class, the student commonly didn’t use it often. So, the student will only use their knowing 
strategies to solve a problem. Therefore, we conclude that students need experiences that 
supporting their reasoning of spatial objects and its relationship. Hence, teacher can 
improve their students on it by using learning models, methods, or strategies in the class 
so their mathematical literacy (spatial literacy on reasoning) better than before. 
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